1 as the highest possible improvement from integration, and 0 as no possible improvement from integration (best-single performance = maximum possible performance). Maximum possible performance was calculated as the maximum d' possible for each duration given the number of data points at that time, with log-linear transformation applied as in the observed data.
(1) Figure S1 shows that the maximum possible benefit from integration decreases across the measured time-course as performance in the best-single conditions increases (blue). For each participant, we determined the maximum possible benefit from integration at the time-point corresponding to the end of the integration period (79ms for within-hemifields, 89ms for between-hemifields): this cut-off was not significantly different between hemifields: t(10) = -0.45, p = 0.66 (mean within: 0.4; mean between: 0.43). This suggests that we can no longer measure any integration benefit as the best single performance reaches a certain level which nears maximum possible performance. 
Pre-vs postsaccadic weighting
The experiment also included a subset of "shift" trials to determine whether a higher weighing was given to pre-or postsaccadic information, and whether this changed as the stimulus duration increased. In shift trials, the stimulus was an oriented gabor of 2 degrees: the postsaccadic stimulus was rotated clockwise or counter-clockwise to the presaccadic stimulus. However, given the difficulty of the task, especially at short stimulus durations, these results could also be interpreted as showing the time at which performance differed from chance rather than showing a switching in weighting ( Figure S2 B-C) . Given the difficulty of the switch trials, and ambiguity in the data, we have excluded these trials from further analysis. 
